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CHAPTER I 
TIDil PRO:BLEM AND REVIEW OF PREVIOUS RESEARCH 
S atement ~ ~ Problem. 
Specialists in the teaching of history are well aware that miscon-
c~tions of American history are held by students and American adults • 
• hst how many misconceptions are harbored in popularly used textbooks? 
I~ there any difference in the number of misconceptions which are incor-
p:>rated in populax American history texts on the three grade levels 
w~ich American history is taught? The purpose of this study" is to 
ap.swer these questions by a. systematic study and to make the findings 
o" this stud,v available to the teachers of American history in the hope 
t~t they will take note of them and attempt to insist on teaching only 
the truthw 
leview of Previous Research. 
Interest in the problem was shown remarkably early in the history 
< f American educat iono In 1s1+5 Marcius WilJ.son prepared a. report for 
he New Jersey Society of Teachers and Friends of Education on the 
lis torical accuracy of school h:lstory textbooks,. The etudy revealed 
hat more than two hundred and fifty er~ors were present in the eight 
nost prominent schooi histories used a.t that time. 
However, many of these errors were repeated by different writers, 
~d of the errors, the moat numerous consisted of errors in dates. His 
-===4*=================~==============9===== 
1. 
maii criticism was that many of the revised texts still harbored the 
old stereotyped errors. 
The real importance of this report was revealed by Willson when 
he tated: 
u •.• it is from our common school histories •.. and not 
,
1
1 from those -more elaborate writings •.• that the great mass 
r of our citizens must ever derive their knowledge of the 
! character, toils~ and :privations of our fathers,_~d of 
I 
the origin and nature of our free institutions~ 11 Y 
Emma Willard in her work, .An A-ppeal to the Public ••. 1 accuses 
Wil, son of belittling her works so as to sell his new textbook in whicih 
Wilflson had a:p:parently re:produced much of \Hlla.rd 1 s material. Yet the 
sie~i:ficance of Willardt s reply lies in her q_uotation from John Wade's, 
,f 
Br'tishEistory, Chronologically Arranged: 
IITbat my work,' b.owever 1 is free from errors, and even 
injustice, I am not vain enough to flatter myself. Infalli-
bility does not a:p:pertain to any :printed :publication, not 
even of the highest import, how~yer, great the :pains bestowed 
by the author and ty:pogra;pher.u8 
l'lillson in his rebuttal~ !. Reply to Mrs. Willardts Appeal •.. , sums 
u:p his re:ply by stating: 
11 Tbus, in time, by the investigations of many, we may 
gradually remove from our histories the maey defects and 
errors which now mar their :pages, and finally arrive at a 
standard of his:_tqrical accuracy, far above that yet attained 
by a.n;r -vtri ter .1'-1/ 
1J Marcius iV'illson, .! Critical Revie\'1 •.• , New York, Malk E. Newman, 1847. 
:P· L 
~ Emma Willard, An AppeaJ. to the Public •.. , Ne\'T York, A.S. Barney$ 1847, 
:PJ • 16-17 .. 
3, Marcius Willson, -A. Reply to Mrs. Willard! s "AppeaJ.II •.• , New York, 
M rk H. Newman, 1847, :p. 32. 
__:-
• 
Ill 
Thus the whole problem and the idealistic objective is clearly 
tated as early as 1m7. 
In 1g75 H~V. Boynton published a work in attempt to correct errors 
~d injustice in the Memoirs of General Sherman.1/ 
In recent times many teachers end scholars have become concerned 
,
11
ith the problem of fallacies in American history. Earle D. Ross in 
~ article entitled, liThe History Teacher .ae an Image Breaker~ 11 points 
~ . 
u
1 
t that the history teacher must be a fearless and. relentless smasher I . 
1~ false images. Yet his real contribution to the whole subject of 
l!isconceptions is sho"Wn by his comments: 
"The history teacher should. keep abreast of the latest 
sound investigation. .... -.but, never ahead. of it. No s:peeia1 inter ... 
:pretations should. tempt one to leave the solid ground of fact. 
Attacking long exploded historical fallacies should not be 
done but there should be attack only when there is a false 
image which is the real obstruction to the truth. The2~1story teacher must tear down only where he can reconstruct."~ 
Elizabeth Ring in an e.rticle entitled. "What Sha1J We Teach About 
, inco1n, n states that only the ti'll.th ehoul d be taught. Suffici~t facts 
ATe present whiehilould ca11. for the truth but national heroes, s.s 
tyPified by Lincoln, have been treated only in the fashion which America 
\ants.1f 
Jl/ H.Vo Boynton, Sherman's H~~orical Raid., Cincinnati, Wnstach, 
~a1dwin, 1875. p. 1.. ~~ 
Y Earle D. Ross, "The H~story Teacher as an Image Breaker," South .A,t .... 
~antic quarterly~ 17: 330-333 October, 1918, p. 332. 
~ EJ.izabeth Ring, "What Shall We Teach About Lincoln:?" The Historical 
Qutiook, 23: 30-S2 Feb-rn.ary, 1932, p. 81 .. 
3 
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I 
~- The writer is in complete agreement on this point.. Na:iiional heroes 
ax~ built up to the false point o:f being humans with supt"natural powers 
anFt attributes. Washington, and his never telling a lie, is but another' 
11 ustrative point. Is he not the greatest man who admits hi~ short-
comings as well as his attributes? 
Irene T .. Blythe in 1932 published some conclusions from her study 
ot: "The Textbooks and the New Discoveries, Emplla.ses, and Viewpoints in. 
ADerican History." This article was a .. s'tudy of whe,ther the resu1 ts of 
h~storicsl. scholars are i~corporated 1D ... conde:cy textboo]<s. The rather 
sld conclusion is that these findings had. little or no influence as t~y 
! w~re not incorporated in the latest texts .. 
;j 
It is therefore not surprising to find misconceptions in latest 
t~xtbooks on American history. Textbook writers are extremely hesitant 
about incorporating new viewpoints. :Blythe's study revealed that for 
t!rfelve new viewpoints, seven to sixteen years elapsed before they were 
incorporated in secondary history texts. She contends that even if the 
, extbook authors do not agree with the newer interpreta.tions, they shouJ < 
ncorporate them in their works. Personal opinion, or bias, should not 
revent the truth from being given to secondary school students.1f 
Paul Klapper in his book, The Teaching of History, elaborates on 
everal points which have already been presented, and in addition~ 
everal newer viewpoints on misconceptions. In furt~ering the conclusion 
~ Irene T. Blythe, "The Textbooks and the New Discoveries, Emphases, 
fl.d Viewpoiilts in American History," ~Historical Outlook, 8: 395-402, 
lipecember, 1932. 
--==~~================================~====~ 
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dr~wn by :Blythe in her study, Klapper contends that traditional fal-
1.epies should not be per~ tuated because they are old and revered. 
Tr~ths should not be shut out because they are new.1J 
'! 
11 Sociology teaches us that society and its counterparts find undue 
lj 
s curity in traditions. Any change is bitterly opposed and the err of 
il 
s at us guo is raised when newer changes or viewpoints are called into 
d 
b ~ng. Thus textbook writers shou'td. not heed society's cry but reveal 
t e results of the latest authentic findings of historical rese~ch. 
Klapper further implies that the full extent of true facts of 
h story must be taught even if these truths do not agree with trad.1.., 
t ona.l stories.. He sums up his whole ideas by merely stating, "Never 
compromise with falsehood nor dilute the truth}£/ 
His summation includes the i:tlust.rative example of John Hancock .. 
Ee relates that too often the fact that Hancock was involved in smug-
g1 ing is omitted but his now famous signing of the Declaration of 
ndependence is never overlooked. His argument for the incorporation 
< f the smugg1ing incident is that Hancock "Tas still as much of a. nations. 
ero for smuggling as he was for his famous signingo This is made 
ossible when one considers that smuggling was as much of a crime against 
he Crown as his signing of the Declaration of Independence-;l/ 
Further insight into the whoJe topic of mi~conceptions is furnished 
py K1.ap~r.. He ilJustrates the point that due to strong nationalism 
[17 Paul Klapper, The Tea.chtng of Historz, New York, Applet-;m, 1926, p. 
'10. 
i A .. Ibid., p. 152 .. 
=-•====Ftt~'r/=I=b~dr.-pp~'l:€J6=J:€J1'9,='4£JS~:::;..,.~====================#=======i 
II 
" 
1/ 
wnich is fostered in American history texts, misconceptions often arise 
b~ ca.uee authors do not give the full reasons for certain acts for fear 
tlat nationalism might be given a death blow. As history is a bitter 
fee of prejudice, an open and ~ntirely honest mind is re~uired. Patriot 
i m should never becom.e chauvinism! 
:A: further vein of thought into the whole topic is opened by 
K" e."~:Jper when he states that in many instances t~e.chers themselves foster 
m sconceptions. With far too many teachers, the textbook author merely 
s 1p:plhs the material required by non-historically trained teachers. 
H s so1ution to this aspect is that teachers must keep up professionally. 
Ttle teachers who fall into this cate.gory should rectify their short-
cJminge by reviewing professional journalst artic1e:s, and publications, 
ap.d if research proves commonly taught facts inaccura.te, they must be 
changed.; if cherished statements have been found. to be without founda.-
t ons, then they must no 1 onge:r, ·hold a. place in history elf 
As a fine.1 :point the author mentions )he danger of dramatizing 
i:i~tory. Dramatization is determined by the imagination and. the play 
sense, and therefore are not free from graYe danger. Ideas and e.tti-
tudes are thereby drawn which are not warranted by historic fact. Thus 
1ossible misconceptions might arise even in the case of the professional 
~~chers and must be guarded against.Y 
II Ibid., p. 109. ,-
1 Ibid,, :p. 42. 
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:Bessie L. Plerce in the preface to her work, Civic Attitudes in 
.An:erican School Textbooks remarks that in mny cases the textbook falls 
it to the hands of a poorly prepared teacher and therefore the teacher 
h~ s considerable weight in the fashioning of the .thoughts of the child.;;!v 
Her study further reveals that amazing extr,~mes are present even 
8JI ongst American histo:r,- texts. The treatment of the Spanish colonial 
pc licies and its contributions to the Americas are discussed in .. a 
d tailed manner. The vast differences are immediately apparent when 
p ~ssages from Catholic and pu'blic school texts are. analyzed. 
The American Revolution is given similar treatment. Yet .American 
h story texts vary greatly from the true findings of historical research. 
Tb.e age-old and stereotyped discussion is elaborated upon: Eng'1 and 1 s 
selfish attitude toward the colonios, her ridiculous taxation policies, 
a~d the usual selfish, arrogant. and ignorant George III. Yet the 
tlruth has long been avai1ab1 e, but the old story stili persists in the 
texts that she analyzed. 
However, Pierce points out that later textbooks attempt to present 
loth sides but seriously raises the question as to whether 'Qoth sides ~ b• better or more ~~irly treated in the narrow limits of a textbook. 
tis :point is well made and is reany' extremely important. To incor-rate the full discussion of each issue of American history would result , encyclopedic volumes far too n~e:rous to be successfully learned by 
!} Bessie L. Pierce, Civic Attitudes in American School Textbooks, 
~hicago, University of' Chicago Press~ l930, Prefaee, xi. 
7 
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II 
he student.. Yet where impartiality exists, expla.na,tion and further 
Jnterpretation is required by the teacher)./ 
1 The writer is of the opinion that if a teacher finds a text serious!, e;perting f'rom the trulih in any f'ashion, it is the duty of that teacher 
Po correct the misconception or misconceptions either by exp1aining the 
ruth to the class, or by·utilizing collateral reading to rectify the 
~a.llacies. In this manner, a, biased presentation can be corrected., A 
~eve1opment which woul.d suffice would be to construct a unit on the 
~"alla.cies of the text. Individuals or groups could then report their 
!f-indings to the class so that all might benefit and derive only the 
truth. 
I 
Edwin J. Urch in an article entitled, 11 Historical .A.ccmracy in the 
Teaching of HiE!tory in High School. 11 
Jl i 
stresses the point that students 
i 
should be made to realize that there is a great deal of difference .be-
1
tl'ween newspaper reports, or ordinary encyclopedia artic1~s, and genuine 
I -
l~istory. He ala o desires to see students taught the difference b~tween 
I' 
prejudice and accuracy., The prejudices of public schoo1 children should 
re rectified as we11 as their elimination in popular texts of .American 
~istory.Y 
10:1 Ibid., pp. 54-66. 
~ Erwin J. Urch, "Historic a!. Accuracy in the Teaching of History in 
High SchooJ," The Historical Outlook, 7: 3S3-384, November, 1933. 
8 
i 
II 
The most outstanding work found by the writer on the subject of 
m sconceptions was School Histories ~~by Arthur Walworth.. In the 
p iface Walworth states that it is mainly the textbooks which are the 
s urces of the natio.na.l prejudice to which the youth of the world are 
b ing e~bsed.ll Such a statement· certainly requires a lot of careful 
ttl.ought and action by teachers and educators. j, 
0
.·• ~~her ~ls.rm is excited by Arthur M. Schlesinger in the introduction 
the book when he states: 
1! ... the evil effects on educe.tion on national attitudes 
is a seedbed of inte~l}a.tional discord for both present and 
future generations. H5:./ 
II 
Here lies the real value of .Walworth's book. In the present world, torn ~ut 1>7 intense nationaUsm which has in parts known no historical oqual, ~:rld cooperation is the salvation of its own lot. Yet this goal seems 
II 
!*nable to be attained by the strong nationalism which is fostered in the 
II /textbooks of history which the youth of each countr~ is exposed. 
·/ Schlesinger then makes a summation of the ca;us~s of misconceptions 
,and nationalism which occur on discussions of wars in .American history 
,texts. Pressure groups prevent textbook a~tho~s from presenting the 
results of modern scholarship. Pa~riotic groups and orders, as well as 
newspaper syndicates, have exerted their innuence in securing the dis-
1 
missal of teachers and superintendents and the rejection of text books 
which have reveal ~d truthful passages on United States history. 
I
! =-y-r-.Ax~t~h-_ur-""='w=-a~l-w-orth, School Hist cries at War, Cambridge, Harvard University 
1 Press, Preface viii. 
. . 
~Ibid., Introduction xiii. 
9 
further barrier to the topic of misconceptions is legisle.tive inter-
ention as exemplified by the Wisconsin law of 1923 1.'lhich forbids the 
'se of any textbook which falsifies the facts regarding the War of 
±ndep&ldence, or the War of 1812, or which defames our nation 1 s founders 
r misrepresents the ideal for which they struggled and sacrificed. or 
hich contains propaganda favorable to any foreign government. 
The publishers are still another obstacle to the textbook writer. 
~ome publishers have even issued separate books for use in Northern and 
I 
I 
n Southern schools, as we'.i.l as different texts for Catholic and public 
chools.lf 
Walworth examined popular .American history texts to determine to 
hat extent they contribute to plain nationalism. He discusses the 
bypio,a.l treatment given in .American history texts of each war in which 
I 
q 
!ihe United States has fought. He:- then :presents the account of the war II 
II ls given in the texts of the enemy country. Fallacies, exact opposites, 
~d contradictions are not only frequent, but continual. Thus ample 
lvidence is given to ill ustr.ate that American history texts act as a 
/ltrong force for our nationalism., Def:).nite fallacies of American history 
ke stated and the truth supplied.. 
Henry Johnson clearly states one o£ the greatest sources of miscon-
I 
eptions of American history when he states: 
t,l 
"The leading textbooks in history for the senior high 
school are stilJ the works of competent historical scholars 
lj Ibid., xiii-xvii. 
iO 
r' 
andJ in spite of some new concessions to reigning educational 
theories unfriendly to history, deserve their tit1e. But below 
the senior high school, textbooks published since 1915, exclud-
ing a few brilliant exceptions • have lovTered the general level 
· of historical scholarship and, in this respect, compare unfavor-
a"bly even with books published between 1S90 and 1900. Of the 
history that figures in textbook combinations o! the social 
studies by authors without special training in any of the socia.1 
sciences, not much is to be expected, but some of the errors 
of fact, misinterpretations~ and misapplications with which they 
promote their pedagogical gospel seem almost inexcusable. It 
is at best and of necessity a very superficial history. Of 
textbooks in history for which trained scholars are responsible 
in whole or in part, more might reasona"bly be expected. But 
below the senior high school something in the general educational 
atmosphere seems at times to make scholars careless of their 
facts. llJJmders by the score can be gathered from elementary 
books by reputable historians who wou.1d be shocked by palpable 
blundo~s in more serious historical Works. There are, indeed, 
scholars who seem to regard accuracy as of minor importance in 
the writing of textbooks. So long as the general picture is 
fair'y correct, errors in small fact are, they say, of no con-
seq_uenc e. .Americm textbooks in history for young children have 
rarely been distinguished for accuracy, but there are specimens 
published since .1930 which are more ot~ensive1y inaccurate than 
similar books published before 1900. 1111 
Johnson further throws light on the topic by stating that a multi ... 
~ude of organizations shape 11facts 11 in history and therefore accure.c;r 
nae been growing increasing~y difficult to achieve. In addition~ when 
accuracy has been aclieved, Johnson agrees with the cmc1usion drawn by 
chlesinger which has previously been stated in this work.?:.(·: 
The Report of the Committee on American History in School'B',and 
li oUeges of the .American Historical Association, the Mi!eissippi Va11ey 
~istorical Association, and the National Council for the Social Studies 
r 
olearly states that the history teacher can teach more effective! y when 
ft} Henry Johnson, Teaching of History ••. , New Yor~. MacMillan Company, 
.941., pp. 247-24S. 
2.j Ibid. , p. 251. 
,, 
1.1. 
1\ 
t~e public is interested in his work, but that interest shou1 d stop short 
o~ interference. In addition, they imply that the immaturity, even th• 
ip.co:mpetence, of a teacher, and the acknowledged rights of groups to 
ip.!1uence the schools do not justify the extremes to which interference 
w~th the work of teachers has sometimes been carried.. The case of a 
11aw in Oregon which forbids the use of textbooks which "belittles or 
t!nderva1ues 11 the work of the men who founded and preserved the republic 
~r cited'li I • 
!I Another obstacle which must be removed before any great strides are 
tlaken to reduce misconceptions in American hls tory io that of the practice 
:~~.:::m:y t:::::t:::·:: :~::::::::s a:l:::;y :::~~0~t :1:tate0 
II 21 1'ractice has been soundly attacked by the previously cited Report .!:1 
ll Thursfield and Jaffee in an article, "The Background of Prepexation 
anjll d the J..ssignment of Teachers of American History," conclude that the 
ld saying, ~'anyone can teach history" should pass out of the language 
!~ all educators. They point out that in the final analysis, vital 
irs.ching of American history depends mainly upon the teacher of .American 
~istory. Therefore the teacher must be a thoroughly competent, pro-
11 ~essional person.lf 
4V American History in Schools and Colleges, the Report of the Committee 
~n American History on Schools and Colleges of the A. H .. A., M .. V .H. A. , and 
]he N.c.s.s., New York, Macmillan Company, 1944. Po 95o 
j} Ibid •• p. 111-116. j; Richard E. Thursfiel d and Benjamin, S,. . Joffee, "The Backgreund of Pre-
~a.ration and the Assignment of Teachers of American Histery, 11 The Study 
~d Teaching of American History. Seventeenth Yearbook, NOSS, Washington, 
[9_!!6_,_JL._3.9_5.. 
i2 
, The Report of the Commission on the Study of Teaching Materials an 
J A- . . 
,....:iter ... .American Subjects of the ..oruerican Council 0f Education stresses the 
gmera1 tendency of textbooks ta become more inaccurate on the lower grade 
,_~vela. The Commission states the main caUl es for thi'! ... condition s.s: 
(p the authors are not keeping abreast of accunmla.ting research, (2) the 
l~k of Latin American studies in their formal education, and (3) unfam11.i~ 
Jity w.t th Latin American resources .lf 
Under the general conclusions and recommendations the committee 
s~a.tes. "Textbook wrtt~rs of American History have been directed by per-
s stent motives. They have never consciously planned to deviate from the 
truth but their interests have been nationalistic."g/ 
It is not alarming therefore to examine the conc1usions of tha Canada-
United States Committee on :Education of the .American Council on Education 
I . 
r[' porting after a careful survey of American history te~J and find this 
I . , 
s 11 s.tement~ "Disci'epancies such as these can be explairned part1y by the ou:t-
;gY.owth of intense nationa.1ism of our age and the conse~\J,ent desire of 
\!lriters to place their own cottnibry in a mere favorable light, even thou,gh 
t~is leads to an .~~ssion of national righteousness."2/ 
II 
lV Latin Americe.d;n SchoG>l and College Teaching Materials, The Report of 
_, -.- ---t~e Commission on the Stu~y of Taacbing Materials on Inter-American Sub-
j~ets of the American Council on Education, Washington, 1944. pp. 29 ... 30. 
II 
~~ !bid. y p. 76. 
J~ .A. Study of National History Textbooks Used:1 in the Schools of Ca.nada and ~~United States, The Report of the Canada•United States Committee on 
] aucation of the .American Council on Education, C.anada, 1947, p. 28 • 
.I . 
1.3 
It is obvious to anyone who examines this whole topic of misconcep-
ticns of United States history that the problem is highly co~lex and 
therefore no one plan or attack can solve the problem. Neit:b.er can a 
fe\' honest efforts by a few educators and teachers result in its solution. 
ThE problem can only be solved by a wholesale crusade against misconcep-
tio~s by ever.yone from the textbook ~~iter, to the teacher, and to the 
ordinary citizen. 
I It is indeed a sad commentary that the ordinar.y citizen has no part in 
thi ~ overall picture. 
denocratic society and 
Our public schools are maintained under at ruly 
ever,r citizen has the right to demand and to see 
tha~ only the truth is taught .. 
CHAPTER II 
TEE IMPORTANCE AND PLAN OF TEE STtrnY 
Imp1 rtance of the Stud:v. 
·' 
' ,.
· . .;,;
Misconceptions are false beliefs. As our publia schoelE) are 0~'5"' -
:;'-" . 
one of the educational agencies for the yaQth of America, it is not amaz-
ing to state that American youth hold many misconceptions of United States 
his ~ry long before they ever. begin their formal .schooling. 
·.American history is generally taught three times in public schools. 
The fifth, eighth, and eleventh grades are the most popular for the instruc-
T 
tio • If Johnson's statement regarding the sad inaccuracies of the 
eler entary and junior high school textbooks is true, and this study proves 
the ~tatement, then it seems only logical that as advanced textbooks con-
tai fewer errors, the,y do not necessarily correct previous fallacies 
encc~tered in earlier texts. Thus the student retains the misconceptions 
gaii ed .in the elementary texts or has them re-inforced by higher grade 
.levE i texts. 
It is therefore mandatory for the teacher not only to know the truth, 
but rl so to teach it. Truth is the most recent result of long research 
and \ highly competent, professional individual is needed. Yet this 
"ide~" teacher is not enough. Some educators are firmly convinced that 
I 
the truth should not be taught. The previous discussion of our national 
heroes bears this statement out. Similar societies and groups are so con-
vinced of this belief that laws have been enacted to prevent the truth 
from being ta:ught. 
~I 
~! 
I 
Here the laws of Illinois and Oregon ste..nd out as 
ex~pn:ples against the teaching of the truth. 
George Stimpson lists several definitions of history which have 
ac rued through the ages. Some of the definitions of history are as 
fo lows: 11 A sort of a mask~ richly colored." 11 Legend agreed upon," 11 The 
ch~:trt and com:pau fol:' national endeavor," and "A huge Mississippi of 
fa sehood. .. 11lf Certainly e. strong note of cynicism is :present in all the 
deWinitions listed. as wel1 as a lack of confidence in the reliability 
of history~ It is therefore not onJ~ the task of all to teach the truth 
bu~ it is also as important to realize that histol:'y is not abeolut e but 
S\bject to the changes of the most recent end authentic findings of 
h storical research. 
I I It is the hope of the writer .that if this study can serve in any 
m~er as a start against the vast problem 0f misconceptions, then it is 
j dstified.. The writer is in com:n:tete agreement rl th Harold u. Faulkn-.:n I -.1:" 
wJen he stated.j 11 Have not our childran in the :public schools a right to 
ttle :priceless heritage of truth!"Y This ideal wil:T. nnly be :possible 
wlen misconceptions axe eliminated and whsn truly :pr0fessional history 
teachers are called upon to instruct the youth of the country. 
The whole :problem is far 1llore serious than is awarent at the first 
Th.e hope of the wor1.d is u:pon its being abl~ h live peacefully 
Yet h0w can this situation develop w4en textb0oks are 
1J Gearge Stim:poon, !; .Book About .American History, New York, Harpers, 1!950, Preface, :p. v,. 
1J Harold Underwood Faulkner, "Perverted .American Hist:llry, 11 Harpers, 
52: 337-3~. February, 1926, :P• 343. 
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II ~o nationalistic as to bar this hope from the world? Truth is forsaken 
J 
mor sugar-coated fa,lsehoods which ) ead to narrow and selfish nationalism. 
'I 
i This study is but a small e.xample to shaN specificelJ.y the vast 
ifference in the amount of errors which are harbored in popular text-
ooks of United States history which are utilized in the elementary, 
unior end senior high school levels. It is hoped that further explore .... 
ion and study will result in a standard list of misconceptions harbored 
~:h. all .American history texts. This list then can be utilizGd as a. 
IL>.dy check-list for professional use. 
I !2:.an of, the Stud;v: 
II Spurces of Information. 
" ,. 
A thorough search was made of a11 available'm~teriala to_ draw up a 
w~rkable list of misconceptions. 
~ . 
The fQllowing sources proved most help-
f'P. in drawing up the final list 
I 
of misconceptions: 
1 .. Teachers and professors of history in high schools and colleges. 
2. Theses on .America.n_~b:istory,. 
--~ 
l 3- Magazines and periodicals. 
4. Textbooks in American history. 
5· Books written about .American hiStory. 
6 .. Ola.ss notes. 
The articles entit1ed, "Revised Historical Viewpoints," in The 
Hi~torical Outlook and The Social Studies pr~vided J;llBnY misconceptions. 
P~l I. Ke11ey 1s thesis entitled, "Misconceptions About American History 
:17 
I· 
He d by High School Seniors 11 was extremely usefu1.1i . Two books, Orville 
A. lindquist's Common Falla.cies Regarding United States HistoryY and 
Geprge Stimpson 1z ! Book About American History2fwere also extremely 
v~ ue.ble~ .. 
g~ 2f Misconceptions. 
The truth concerning each misconception was established by reference 
tc I sources or to reliable secondary works~ Each misconception was numbered 
fer the convanience of the writer. The final list of misconceptions, 
tcgether with a brief statement of the truth and the sources. is as 
fc Jlows: 
I 1. The captJU!e of Constantinople was one cause for the disc~very of ~erica. .. 
Trade was not c:p.t off by the Turks so as to force the discovery 
of new.trade.~out.~s to the East by sailing West .. 
Albert H. Lybyer. 11 The Influence of the Rise of the Ottoman 
Turks Upon the Routes of Oriental Trade," Annual Report 2f ~ 
American Historical Association, Washingtont 1916, I~ pp.127-133. 
Iren.e T. Blythe t 11 The Textbooks and the New Discoveries, 
Empha.ses, and Viewpoints in American History:, 11 The Historical 
Outlook, 8: 397-401. December, 1932o -
1\ II lv 2. At the tim$ of Columbus, the earth was not thought o:f as being 
spherical.. 
l!l 
Many people thought the earth to be spherical at the time af 
Columbus. Thie idea dates back as far as the time of Ptolemy~ 
Harold Jeffreys. 11Earch, 11 Encyclopedia :Britannica, Sixteenth. 
edition, VII, p. S31. 
Samuel E. Morison, Admiral of the Oeean ~' Boston, Little, 
Brown snd Company, 1942, I.p.45. 
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3.. Columbus died.~ a pauper~ in prison., 
4 .. 
Columbus died at Va.nadioid, Spain, but not in prison. 
He made and signed a will the dey befo r•. his death. 
Samuel E. Morison, .21?.• .£!1., I!, p. 412. 
Salvador de Madariaga., Christopher Col~bus, New Yol'k, 
Macmillan, 1940, p. 402. 
Henry Hudson discovered the Hudson River. 
Giovanni da Verrazzano discovered. the Huds~:>n River eighty-
five years before Hudsonfs trip. 
Edgar M. :Bacon, Henry Hudson, New York, G. P.,. Putnam 1 s S<:lns, 
1907, p .. 22 • 
.John J3. J3rebner, !!!!. Expleirers of North America, London, A. end 
G. :Black Ltd .• , 1933. pp .. 113 ... n 5· 
~5. The Pilgrims came to America to escape religious persecutieu. 
The Pilgrims had religious freedom for almost a d.Me.de in 
Ho11and before their trip to America. Willi~ Bradford 
gave four reasons .for their 1eaving Hc:>::tland. and. religion . 
was not even listed... 
Wi'lliam J3rad.:f'ord, History of Pj_ymouth Plsntation, :Boston, 
The Massachusetts Historical Society, 1912, I, pp .. 52-56. 
Arthur Lord, Plymouth ~ the Pilgrims, :Boston, Houghton 
Mifflin Company, 1920i p. S5o 
· !! / 6. The Pilgrims la.nd.ed on a rack-bound c<!last. 
Anyone like the writer, who has vigited or is faJDiliar with 
Cape Cod, knows that the coast is very sandy. 
Frank M. Gregg, ~Founding of !: Nation, New York, A.H,. Clark 
Company, 1915, P~ 101. 
George F. Wi1Jieon, Saints and Strangf:rs, New York~ McCelland 
and Stewartt Ltd .. , 1945. p.li24. 
7. The Pilgrims first landed at Plymcmth. 
The ttMa.yflower" anchored in Cape Cod harbor in November 21, 
1620. It remained. anchored for several weeks while a small 
grnup of men set out to explere the coast for a suitable 
<!'- ' ··~· ~··"~-~-~·=-"-"-"• _ _,·,·=·""·""<.,.-.~·'""' ...:· ~..:......-=· ::0..':·,..-..,,L_..,;ii~ 
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place to settleo The decision was Plymouth and they 
landed on December 21, 1620. 
William Bradferd, ~ ... cit •• J?:Po 162-177. 
Arthur Lord, .2E.• cit., :p. 116.., 
The Plymouth Rock story dates back to 1620~ 
The familiar story was not originated until approximately 
one hundred ten to one hundred and fifty years after the 
Pilgrims landed. Elder Thomas Faunce :preserved the stone 
claiming that as a boy he had heard sneral Pilgrims 
relate the story about the rock. 
George F. l'lilliacm, !E.• cit., :p:p. 1-2. 
Arthtlr Lord, ..QR• cit.,. p. 120. 
V 9.. All the passengers of the Marflower were Pilgrims. 
Only about half of the passengers were Pilgrims. The 
balance of the :passengers was made 1!' of a11 types. 
Arthur Lorct, .Q:Q;• cit.,, :p. 107 ... 
George F. Willison, ~· .£.!! .. , p. 129. 
10. The Pilgrims 1 homes at P'J.ymouth were log cabins. 
Actually the first log cabins in America were huilt by 
the Swedes in 1683 .. 
Harold. R. Shurtleff,. The Log Cabin Myth, Cambridge, 
Harvard University Press, 1939, P• 3. 
Arthur Lord, ~ .. cit ... , p. 132. 
Lord Baltimore brought a Shipload of Catholics to America. 
Only half of the :passengers were Catholics. The Jesuit•s 
own account states that there were as msny PrGtestants as 
Catholics on the boata 
Albert c. Ritchie and Carl N. Everstine, "Maryland," J!lnc;y:c1!o-
pedia Britannica, Fourteenth edition, Y::Y, p. 5. 
H .. I. :Brock, "Maryland Oelebrat es Its Tercentenar,r," Literary 
Digest. 117: 32-33, June 16, 1.934. 
II 
1
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. lV 12. The Pennsylvania Dutch are of Dutch deseendants. 
"II The so-cs,lled Pennsytvania Dutch are Germans, 
Sydney G. Fisher, The Making of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, 
J.P. Lippincott, 189b~ p. 70. 
George Stimpson, !_:Book About American History, New York, 
Harpers, 1950, p. 73. 
~~ 13. Daniel :Boone wore a coonskin cap~ 
The tru.th is that :Beone deSJ'.lised a coon'skin cap and refused 
ever to wear one .. 
Reuben G,. Thwaites .• !Om iel :Boone, New York, Appleton, 1902, 
p. 29. 
Dixon Weoter, The Hero in .Americ8.;;1 New York, :Scribners, 1941. 
p .. 181. 
General Wol:f'e 1 s army scaled the cliffs at Q.uebe.c. 
Wo11'e 1 s army ascended by means of a narrow pa.th .. 
Edgar W. McGinnis, General Wolfe: The Unguarded Fr~mtier, 
Garden City, Garden Citj9" Publishing Comp.any, 1942, p. 4'4 .. 
W. T., Waugh, James i1oJ!',A)Man and Soldier, New York, Louis 
Parrier and Company, 19'SS, p .. 271. 
15. The Stamp Act required the use cf sta,mps like our postage 
stamps on the 1 egal documents. 
On legal documents, the stamps were printed in embossed 
letters directly on coaxse blue paper. 
George E. H011 ard, !1.P.reliminaries of the Revo1ution1'1163-1775." 
.. The .American National, New York, Harpers, 1905, VIII, p,. 137. 
Charles M~ Andrews. The Colonial :Background of the .American 
Revolution, New Haven.-Yale University Press:-1924, p. 134. 
( 
PatriCk Henry's famous speech was delivered before Congress~ 
This famous speech \-Tas delivered before the Sec~md Virginia 
Conference in Richmond, Virginia. 
John P. Little, Historx of Richmond, Richmond, Dietz Press, 
lL --1933, :p .. 21 .• 
George Stimpson, !P.• cit .. , p. 114. 
\. 
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17~ The Boston Tea Party was a protest against the high price 
of tea. 
The truth remains that the opposite reason was the cause. 
The price of t e·a was cheaper than the price which smuggled 
tea brought and the absence of the smugglers wou1 d have 
probably resulted in the absence of the famous tea party. 
W .E. Woodward., George Washington: The Image and the Man, 
New York, Albert and Charles Boni, 1926, p. 249. 
Rupert Hughes. George Washin~on, New York, William Morrow 
and Company, 1927, II, p. 19 .. 
lg. Bunker Hill was the scene of a battle. 
This famous battle was fought at Ere~d 1 s Rill.. 
John Fiske, The American Revolution, :Boston, Houghton 
Mifflin Company, 1g91, p. 146. 
Richard Frothingham, Histor-,y of the Siege of :Boston, 
Boston, Little, :Brown and Company, 1873, p. 137. 
19. The :Boston Massacre was started by the British. 
The British soldiers were struck by ~nes thrown by 
America.Tl.s and then they fired. into the cro'trd. 
John Fisk~, ~· cit., Pw 65. 
David. S. Muzzey, ":Boston," Encyclo-pedia Eri tannica, 
Sixteenth Edition, XXII, p. 782. 
The hanging of lanterns in a church steeple was a signal 
for Revere to start his ride. 
It was a signal to the people of 0harlesto'trn and not 
to Revere. 
Ester Forbes, Paul Reverey :Boston. Houghton Mifflin Company~ 
1942. p. 2439 
Charles F. Gettemyy The True S~ory of Pa.u.l Revere, :Boston, 
Little, Brown and Oompany, 190 , p. "94. 
/ 21. 
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22. 
\) 
I 
Paul Revere carried the message to Concord. 
Revere and Dawes were captured by the British outside of 
Lexington and Prescott escaped and carried the message 
to Concord. 
Ester Forbes. op. cit., p. 254. 
Josephine L. Swayne, The Story of Concord, Boston, Hudson 
Printing Company, 190~pp. 53-54. 
The battle of Bennington was fought at Bennington, Vermont. 
The battte was fought on New York soil but the monument is 
erected at Old :Bennington, Vermont. The battleground is a-
New York state battleground,. 
George Stimpson, ~· cit., p. 1.26. 
Henry E. Carrington, :sa:t"t1es of the American Revolution, 
Chicago, A.S~ Eames and Company--, --1876, ~P· 331-335. 
The majority of eolonists desired independence by April 
19. 1775· 
Abou.t one-third of the colonists wished to remain loyal 
to England at this time. 
Irene T.. Blythe, £E.• cit. , p. 396. 
01aude H. Van Tyne, The Causes of the War of Independence, 
Boston, Houghton Mifflin CompanY." 1922~ pp~4g_t~55. 
The Declaration of Independence was signed July 4, 1776. 
Actually it was only adopted in Congress on July fourth, 
it was neither unanimous nor was it signed on July fourth. 
John Fiske,~· cit., :p. 205. 
Francis S. Philbrick, 11 Decle.ration of Independence," Encyclo-
pedia .Britannica, Thirteenth Edition, VII, p. 125. 
The Uriited States won the War of 1812. 
The actua.1 resu.1 t was a cessation of hostilities by terms 
of the Treaty of Ghent. Neither side gained anything for 
which it had fought. 
23 
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Henry .Adams~ The We:r of 1812, New York, Scribners, 1891, 
pp. 346-356. 
-charles R .. Hamlin, The War Myth· in United States History. 
New York, Van~;m·d Press, 1927, p:--40. 
26. Henry Clay was the father of the Missouri Compromise. 
Although Clay worked the hardest to get it passed. 
Senator Thomas first proposed the bill. 
Annals of The Congress of the United States, Sixteenth 
Congress.,--First Session, Washington, Gales and Seaton, 
1855. p. 427. 
Carl Schurz, Life of Renr.z Cla,v, New York. Houghton Mifflin 
Company, 1890, I, :p:p. 177-17S. 
27. Lincoln was a firm abolitionist. 
~ 28. 
The truth was that Lincoln was not. Tho preservation of 
the Union was his ideal regardless of any status of sla.very. 
Dixon Wecter, .2E• .£!!. .. , :p. 249. 
John G. 1Ticolay an.d John Ray, Abraham Lincoln, New York, 
The Century Company, 1894, I, pp. 216-217. 
The first .A.tlant ic. cabla was laid between America .And 
England. 
The first cable connected Trinity :Bay, Newfoundland with 
Valentia, Ireland. 
Charles :Bright, The Sto4r of the .A.tl.sntic 
Appleton, 1903, pp. 13 =137. 
The Atlantic Telegra.;ph, London, :Bacon and 
pp. 10-16. 
Cable, New York, 
. ~'6 Company, lSo , 
29. Pickett lead the famous charge at Gettysburg. 
Lee gave the orders to charge but Pickett remained on high 
ground .3lld observed the results. 
George Stimpson, .2E_ .. cit,., p .. 347. 
E.P. Alexander, :Battles and. Leaders of the Civil War, 
New York, The Centurr Company; 1887,-yi~ pp. 362-365. 
II 
!I 
V 30. Admiral Dewey sailed. through the mine-strewn :Bey of Manila. 
31.. 
32. 
There were no mines in Manila :Bay as the mines and. electrical 
apparatus were st111 under construction. 
Mark Su1.livan, Our Times, New York, Scribners~ 1926, I, p. 316. 
Walter Millis, The Martial Spirit, New York, Houghton Mifflin 
Company, 1931, P• 18IL 
Dewey defeated a powerfu1 Spanish fleet at Me.nila Bay. 
The Spanish ships were vastly inferior to the American fleet. 
Arthur Wa1worth, School Histories at War~ Cambridge, Harvard 
University Press, 1938, p. 69. 
French E. Chadwick, The Rolations of the United. States and 
Spain, New York, Scribners, 1911, TI,P. 1.84. --
At the eve of the .American Revolution, Lafa,yette was welcomed 
to .America with enthusiasm. 
Congress was weary of foreign volunteer officers but 
Lafayette's earnestness and. willingness to serve without 
pay won for him the confidence of the body. 
Sydney G. Fisher, The Struggle .f2.!. .American Independence, 
Philadelphia, J.:B. Lippincott Company, 1908, II, p. 21. 
\'I.E. Woodward., .2E• .£!!., P• 329. 
II 
Selection of Tsxtbooks to be Analyzed,. 
II 
" 
" 
Five textbooks from each of the three grade levels were then selected. 
· 'to be analy'zed.. Alice W. Spies eke 1 s :Bib'liography' of Textbooks in the 
.Social Studies for Elementary and Secondar.z Schools was utili zed as the 
i~aeis for :determining the grade level of the textbooks.1f A11 textbooks 
,used. in the study carried the copyright date of 1946, or later, to allow 
i 
lil Alice W. Spieseke, llibliogra:ph,y of Textbooks in the Social Studies ••• , 
:Bulletin No. 7 of the National Council for the Social Studies, 1949. 
I 
II 
for the possible incorporation of previous historical research~ Two 
tt!!xts by Mary G., Kelty were analyzed and counted as one because the second 
II 
text was a contintudion of the first which ended with the description 
o:f the War of 1812. 
The following texts, grouped and numbered for the convenience of 
tl:e writer~ were analyzed: 
II 
Elementary Textbooks: 
1.. .Ames, Merlin M. and Jesse H .. and Odille Ousley, & Ceuntry, 
St. Louis, Webster Publishing ColllJ?any, 1946 .. 
2~ Kelty, Mary G.,, The Story of the .American People, :Boston, Ginn 
and Company. 1. 94b. - --
3. Cox, Joseph G., Marie M. Amy, and Robert :B. Weaver, Voyages~ 
History, Chicago, Loyola University Press, 1948. 
4. Kelty, Mary G., Life in Early .America, Boston, Ginn and Company, 
1947. 
Kelty, Mary G., Life iit Modern America, :Boston, Ginn and Company, 
1946. 
Lansing, Marion, W. Linwood Chase, and Allan Nevil:i:.S', Makers ctf 
the Americas', Boston, Heath and Company, 1947. 
Junior High School Textbooks: 
1 .. 
2. 
4. 
Mo~ny Glenn w., ~ of Our Land and People, Nelv York, Henry 
Holt and Companyy ·1948 .. 
West, Ruth and Willis M .. , The Storz of Our Country, :Boston, 
Al:tyn and Bacon, 1950 .. 
Ames, Jesse H., and Merlin M., and Thomas s. Stap1os, Our Land 
and Our People, St. Louis~ Webster Publishing Company,~~ 
Wilson, Howard E., and Wa11ace E. Lamb, American History, 
American Book Company, 1950. 
Southworth, Gertrude. V.D •• and John V.D., American History, 
New York, Iroquois Publishing Company, 1946. 
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Senior High School Textbooks: 
1. Muzzey, Davids.,! History of Our Country, Eoeton, Ginn and 
Company, 194S. 
2. 
3· 
4. 
5o 
Dumond, JMight JJ., Edward E~ Dale, and Edgar E. Wesley, History 
of the United States, Boston, Heath and Company, 1948. 
Harlow, Ralph V., Story of America, New York, Henry HoJ t and 
Company, 1949. 
Hughes, R.O., The Making of Our United States, Boston, AJ1yn 
and Bacon, 194S. 
Eaker, Eugene C •• and Henrys. Commager, Our Nationy New York, 
Row, Peterson and Company, 1947. 
T]jeatment of Textbooks;. 
Each text was analyzed for each of the thirty-two misconceptions. 
of the following notations was made for each misconception for all 
tp.e textbooks: 
Ill 
1. Fallacy stated. 
~! 2. Fa11acy implied by context, illustrations, ms:Ps, etc. 
3. Truth stated. 
4. Truth implied by context, illustration, maps, etc. 
5. OmissiGn of any discussion of the fallacy. 
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THE BESULTS OF THE STUDY 
The results of the textbook analysis for each misconception dealing 
\l,i th each textbook a.re tabulated ill: Table I. In addition. the total q 
r~ber of fa11 a.cies stated or implied for each textbook analyzed, and 
I 
tjh. total number of fallaeiu, implied or stated, for each grade level 
~~· tabulated in Table II .. 
I 
S-ary and Conclusions .. 
J The purpose of this study was to determine the. number of certain ~&conceptions of American history which are harbored in American history ~L.tbooks o£ the elementary, junior, and senior high school levels and 
t~bi::·:::•:r:::n~::·:::c:.:::::~i::t.:: ::.::·g::::-:.::l:~sconceptiens J A final list of thirty-two misconceptions was drawn up. Each of the 
' 
ftve texts for the three grade l,evels was checked against the list of 
:n isconceptions to discover the presence or absence of these fallacies. 
l'f!he, text was analyzed to discover whether the fallacy was stated or 
:!~lied, whtJther the truth was stated or implied; or whether the t'ext 
iu11y omitted any discussion of the faJ.1a6y • 
. JJnd.ings a 
J
ll 1 Misconceptions :/1=4, 9, 15, and 1S were confirmed in one-half or 1~re o~ the textbooks analyzed. 
I 
I 
'I 
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2. Misconce!-ptions #1. 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 12, 14, 16. J7, 23, 24, 25, 
1
ind 27 were not substantiated, as they appeared in 1.ess than one-half of 
he fifteen textbooks an8lyzed. 
3. Elementary text tl. Ames, Ames, and Oua1 ey, s'tated the feJ.lacy 
n the case of misconception f4, 5, 9, 1.3, 15. 20, and 26; implied the 
l-al1acy re misconception #2, 11. 17, 23, and 25; ste,ted the truth regardine 
]isconception #7' 14, and 24; and omitted any discussion of misconception 
;~, 3, 6, 8, 10, 12, 16, 18, 19. 21, 22, 27, 28, 29) 30, 31t and 32~ 
4.. E1em6.ntary text #2, Kelty, stahd the fal1acy in the case of 
i1isconception :/h, 2, 9, 15. and lSi implied the fallacy !.! misconception 
,, 
'4; stated the truth regarding misconception #5, 10, 11. 12, 14, 23, 24, 
'p.d 25; and omitted any discussion of misconception #3, 6, 7, B, 13, 16, 
5. Elementary text f3~ Cox, .Amy, and Weaver, stated the faJ1 aey 
n the case of misconception :ff4, 9, and 10; implield the fa11acy r• mis-
- --
anccption #S, and 23; stated the truth regarding misconception #2, 3, 5, 
, ll, 14, and 24; and omitted any discussion of misconception ://:1_, 7., 12, 
· }, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19. 20, 21, 22, 25, 26, 27, 29, 30, 3I, and 32. 
6. Elementary text #4, Kelty stated the fa'.Uacy in the case of 
isconcept ion 1/:5. 6, and 9; implied the fallacy!.!. misconception 14, 7 • 
. 0, 17, 21, 23, 24, and 31; stated the truth regarding misconception :/f"ll, 
. 2, 14, 15, 25, 27~ and 28; and omitted any discussion of misconception 
;~L 2, 3. 8, 15, 16, 19, 20, 22, 26, 29~ 30, and 32. 
_II 
7
• 
~a11s.cy in the case of misconception 14~ 9, 15, and-2S; implied the fal-
_lacy !.! misconception iho. 11, 13, 115, 23, 25, 26, 27, and 32; stated 
Elementary te:x:t 15, Lansing, Chase, and Nevins, stated the 
29 
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~he t:ruth regarding misconception #J., 3. 6, 8, 14, 16, 19, 20, 21, 22, 
la 29 .. 
1
1 8. Junior high s eho o 1 text ih , Moon, s t atod the fa 11 ac;r in the ee.s e 
( 
misconception {h, 4, 5, 9, 15. 22, 28, ana 29; implied the falln.cy re 
~ . -
, sconception #6, 8, ana 23; stated. the truth regarding misconception *2, 
"~0, 12, 1ll-, 16, 1.7, 18, 19, 24, 25. 27, ana 31; and omitted. any d.iscussion 
c'f misconception #3. 7. 11, 13. '20, 21, 26, 30~ ana 32ao 
9. Junior high school text #2, West and West, stated the fa11e.ey 
n the case of misconception #9. 20, and 22; implied the fallacy ~ mis-
~nception =/14, and i3; stated the truth regarding misconception =lf5, 7, 12, 
t. 16, 17. 19. 23, 24, 25, and 27~ and omitted. any d.iscussion of miscon-
~option ih, 2. .3. 6, 8, 10, 11.. 15. 18, 21, 26, 28, 29, 30, 31. a.nd 32. 
10. Junior high school text #3, Ames, Ames, and Staples, ~tated the 
fal1acy in the case o:f misconception #1, 3. 14, 15, 18, 22, 24, 26, ana 29; 
implied the fa.l1c.cy re misconception #9, 21,. and 25; stated the truth 
,, - . . 
~egarding misconception :/F5, 6, 7, 10, 12, 14, 16, 17, 19, and 23; and 
~mit ted an;r di seus don o£ miso on cop t 1 on #2, 8, 11, 13 , 20, 27, 28, 30, 
~1. and 32. · · 
lL Junior high school text 1/4, Wilson ana Lamb, stated the fa.lls.cy 
~the case of misconception 4f5, 9, and 1.5; implied. the fa11acy for mis-
lonce-ption ://:lS~ stated the truth for misconeep. tion #2~ 10, 12, 14~ 1.6, l..,r, 
II - · . 
~3, 24, 25, and 27; a.nd omitted any d.iscussion of misconception #1, 3, 4, 
II · · . 
:,, 7, 8, 11, 13., 19, 20, 21, 22. 26, 2g, 29, 30, 3'1, and 32. 
12o J\mior high sehoo"' text #5, Southworth and Southworth., stated 
r;he fallacy in the case of misconception #3, 4~ 10, 1J.y 14, 22, 29, and 
II 
31; imp1 ied. the falle.ey in the case of misconception #'13, 20, and 21; 
30 
siated the truth regarding misconception #2, 5, 7, 16, 17, 18, 19, 23, 24, 
21, 26, e.nd 27; and omitted any discussion of misconception #=1. 6, 8~ 9, 
28, 30, and 32. 
13. Senior high school text •1/:1, Muzzey, stated the fa11acy in the. 
c; !be of misconception #3, 15, 19, and 32; stated the truth regarding 
ml~conception 1f2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 11. 12, 114, 17, 1S, 21, 23, 24, 25, 26, 
2 , 30, and 31.; imp) ied the truth in the case of misconception :/flO; end 
on Hted any discussion of mhconc~ption #i:;-· S, 13, 16, 20, 22, 26, and 29 •. 
II ~ : 
II 
14. Senior liigh school text #2, IUmond, Dale, and Wesley, stated 
tli~ falla.cy in the case of misconception 17, 15, and 18; impiied the 
., 
li f~riacy .E.! misconception 19, 16, 1.9, and 30; stated the truth regarding 
m~'sconception 15, 11, 17, 23, 24, and 25; implied the truth in the cass 
II 
of· misconception 110; and omitted any discussion of misconcept.ion :fh, 2, 
3, 4, 6, S, 12, 1.3, :t4, 20, 21, 22, 26, i;, 2~, 29, 31, and 32. 
15.. Senior high school text 1/'3, Harlow, stated the fallacy in the 
II 
cue of misconception #5, 9. 15, and 18; implied the fa11acy!.!. misconcep-
t-Ion =64, and 26; stated the truth regarding misconcaption #2, 6, 7, 12, 1.7, 
1~\~ 21, 23. 24, 25" 27, 28, and 29; ~d omitted any discussion of miscon-
c li tion :ffl, 3, 8, 10, 11, 13, 1~ 16, 20, 22, 30, 31, and. 32. 
ll'.l 16. Senior high text #4, Hughes, stated the fallacy in the case of 
m1;~conception #1, 4, 15, and 29; implied the :!fallacy!.!. misconception #9, 
1, l and 18; stated the truth regarding misconception #2, 5, 16~ 17, 19, 22, 
23. 24, and 25; and omitted any discussion of misconception #3. 6. 7' 8, 
lC' 11.. 12, 14. 20, 21. 26, 27, 28, 30, 31. and. 32. i 
17. Senior high school text #5, Bak8r and Commager, stated the fal-
lefc:Y in the case of misconception =1/=1.5, and 'iS~ implied the fa.I'lo.cy .!.!, 
31. 
It 
!I 
~isconception #1, 12, 23, and 25; stated the truth regarding misconception 
J2, 5, 16, 17, 19, 24. and 27; implied the truth in the case of misconce:p-
~ion if13; and omitted any discussion of misconception 13, 1+, 6, 7, 8, 9, 
0, 11, 14, 20, 21, 22, 26, 28, 29, 30, 31. and 32. 
lf~. Taken collectively, the five e1.e~~mentary textg had a total of 
1wenty-two fallacies statad and twenty-five fallacies implied, or a grand 
lots.l of forty-seven fallacies. II 19~ T~ five junior high school texts harbored thirty-on~ etated 
tllacies and impJ.ied twelve fallacies for a grand total of forty-three 
]
k,llacies .. 
' 20. The five senior high school texts contained seventeen fall.acies 
lllich were definitely stated together with thirteen impJ ied falJ acies 
lrr a grand t ota1 of thirty fa1Jacies. 21. Thus, speaking in the terms of grand totals, the elementary t;i~xte contained seventeen more fallacies than the senior high school 
J[\·ll
1
xts
22
en•d four more than the junior high school texts. 
The junior high school texts contained thirteen more fa1. 1 acies 
t an the senior high school texts and four less than the elementary texts. 
'II 
II, 
t~p.at the 
I 
,.,;.resent • 
.l:"rt 
In accordance with the stat,ement of Hemry Johnson it is obvious 
lower the grade level of the text, the more faUacies there are 
24. Lilfrewise there is a sudden increase in the number of fallacies 
b~1ow the senior high school 1 evel. 
I 
32 
II 
I~1ications for Teaching. 
J The writer has analyzed five textbooks from the e1ementaxy, junior~ d senior high school 1eve18 ~d has checked t~m against a list of 
tl:frty .... two misconceptions to discover if the texts vary as to the number 
oJ fa11aciee harbored within their covers. Teachers must become acquainte wi~h the misconceptions of American history and endeavor to teach the 
tLth. .!ny teacher using aey of the textbooks which have been analyzed 
il this stuqy has a ready-made check 1ist for the misconceptions treated 
i this study. This information should be utilized as a teaching aid to 
L lbitatiqne of t.be Study • 
. 
1. Several of the misconc~ptdons were found in a very limited 
number of textbooks. 
2. Some of the misconceptions are too specific in nature to be 
included in elementary and junior high school texts. 
3. Some of the textbooks carry a later copyright date than others 
and thus they have had the opport1.'mity of incorporating the 
latest findings of historical research. 
4. Some misconceptions are not given.in the junior and senior 
high school 1.eve1s due to the material. 
The texts selected for each grade level may not be a true 
measm:e of the textbooks of the whole grade 1 eve1. 
II 
l! 
1!!. 
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Sl'ggestions for Further Research. 
II 
1. To check the historical accuracy of motion pictures to see 
if they incorporate of the serious fal1acies of American history 
contribute to the whole problam of misconce~t~ons of American 
history .. 
2. To compare the latest texts to see to what extent they ha.ve 
incorporated the latest findings of historical research. 
3. To study the historical accuracy of historical comic books 
in an effort to determine their contributions to historical 
faDacies. 
4. To attempt to discover a 1 ist of prejudices that are inc1 uded 
in American history textbooks. 
5. To compare the historical accuracy of popular co11 ege textbooks 
with that of those used in public secondary schools. 
6. To continue the research of misconceptions of American history 
in the hopes of preparing a popular check-list of misconceptions 
for professional use. 
1\ 
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TABLE I 
-
THIRTY-TWO MISCONCEPTIONS IN FIFT:EIEN TEXTBOOKS 
Middle Grades 
'·· 11=1. #'2 ~,3 #4 ff5 
Mi concept ion tJ.. 0 FS 0 0 0 
II f/:2 FI FS TS 0 TS 
n if3 0 0 TS 0 0 
II #4 FS FI FS FI FS 
II #5 FS TS TS FS TS 
If #6 0 0 TS FS 0 
" #7 TS 0 0 FI TS 
" 
#S 0 0 FI 0 0 I 
11 11=9 FS FS FS FS FS 
" 
#lo 0 TS FS FI FI 
II tn FI TS TS TS FI 
II fl2 0 TS 0 TS TS 
" #13 FS 0 0 0 FI II #14 TS TS TS TS 0 
II #15 FS FS 0 ·o FS 
II 
=lh.6 0 0 0 0 0 
" :/h7 FI 0 0 FI TS II #18 0 FS 0 TS FI 
II #19 0 0 0 0 0 I II 120 FS 0 0 0 0 
II #21. 0 0 0 FI 0 
" 
#22 0 0 0 0 0 
" #23 FI TS FI FI FI II 4/:24 TS TS TS FI TS 
" " #25 FI TS 0 TS FI II #26 FS 0 0 0 FI 
II #27 0 0 0 TS FI 
" 
128 0 0 0 TS FS 
II #?!9 0 0 0 0 0 
" :/1:30 0 0 0 0 TS 
d 
" 
#31 0 0 0 FI TS 
II #32 0 0 0 0 FI 
1/ Totals ' 12 b 5 . 11 13 ' e: Ill TI - Truth Implied FI - Fatscy Implied Symbols: 0 - Omitted TS - Truth Stated FS - Fal Jacy Stated 
f 
T.AELE I (continued) 
II 
II 
Mi~conception :/h 
II n :/f2 
n #3 
H 4/:4 
" 1f5 
" 1F6 . 
If #7 
" #8 
n 
" It 
" 
" n 
It 
II 
It 
11 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 11 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" fl 
" II 
j Td:als 
t9 
:f/:10 
tn 
#12 
#13 
:fh.4 
#15 
:fh6 
tn 
#18 
h9 
#20 
#21 
4/:22 
1/:23 
#24 
#25 
#26 
#27 
:/1=28 
#29 
#30 
#31 
1F32 
FS 
TS 
0 
FS 
FS 
FI 
0 
FI 
FS 
TS 
0 
TS 
0 
!I.'S 
FS 
TS 
TS 
TS 
TS 
0 
0 
FS 
FI 
TS 
TS 
0 
TS 
FS 
FS 
0 
TS 
0 
1'1 
TI - Truth Implied 
TS - Truth Stated 
Junior High School 
0 
0 
0 
FI 
TS 
0 
TS 
0 
FS 
0 
0 
TS 
FI 
TS 
0 
TS 
TS 
0 
TS 
FS 
0 
FS 
TS 
TS 
TS 
0 
TS 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
5 
FS 
0 
FS 
FS 
TS 
TS 
TS 
0 
F! 
TS 
0 
TS 
0 
TS 
FS 
TS 
TS 
FS 
TS 
0 
FI 
FS 
TS 
FS 
FI 
FS 
0 
0 
FS 
0 
0 
0 
12 
FI -Fallacy Imp1 ied 
FS - Fa11acy Stated 
14-
0 
TS 
0 
0 
FS 
0 
0 
0 
FS 
TS 
0 
TS 
0 
TS 
FS 
TS 
TS 
FI 
0 
0 
0 
0 
~ 
TS 
TS 
0 
TS 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
4 
0 - Omitted 
0 
TS 
FS 
FS 
TS 
0 
TS 
0 
0 
FS 
FS 
0 
FI 
FS 
TS 
TS 
TS 
TS 
TS 
FI 
FI 
FS 
TS 
TS 
TS 
TS 
TS 
0 
FS 
0 
FS 
0 
11 
4:1 
1/ 
I) ·4-2 
TABLE I (concluded) 
- Senior High School 
fh #2 #3 '114 15 
Mi conception #1 0 0 0 FS FI 
n #2 TS 0 TS TS TS 
" #3 FS 0 0 0 0 
" 
#4 TS 0 FI FS 0 
" #5 TS TS FS TS TS II #6 TS 0 TS 0 0 
" 17 TS FS TS 0 0 II #8 0 0 0 0 0 
II #9 TS FI FS FI 0 / 
" :fho TI TI 0 0 0 I 
" tu TS TS 0 0 0 I 
' 
" #12 TS 0 TS 0 FI 
II " :fh.3 0 0 0 FI TI 
I " 
·8:14 TS 0 0 0 0 
" #15 FS FS FS FS FS 
" :Jh6 0 -- FI 0 TS TS II . 11 --t17 TS TS TS TS TS 
" :Jh.B TS FS FS FI FS 
II 
" :J/19 FS FI TS TS TS 
" 
:J/:20 0 0 0 0 0 
II " 
#21 TS 0 TS 0 0 
" 
#22 0 0 0 TS 0 
II #23 TS TS TS TS FI 
" 
:/f24 TS TS TS TS TS 
" 125 TS TS TS TS FI n 126 0 0 FI 0 0 II II #27 TS 0 TS 0 TS 
' 11 #28 TS 0 .TS 0 0 
" #29 0 0 TS FS 0 
" 
#30 TS FI 0 0 0 
It #31 TS 0 0 0 0 
" :J/'32 FS 0 0 0 0 
II Totals 4 7 6 7 6 
shnbols: TI - Truth Implied FI - Fal1acy Implied 0 - Omitted e TS - Truth ~tated FS - Fallacy Stated 
il 
II 
! 
I 
I. 
II 43 
w TABLE II 
-SUMMATION OF FALLACIES :BY TEXTJ300K 
I :Books Fallacy Stated Fallacy Implied Total 
I VI t1) 
:Book :/1=1 7 5 12 
I 
rd ,. 
ro :Book #2 5 1 6 lE i :Book :{/<3 3 2 5 
Q) 
:Book 14 3 g 11 
·1;1 
ll~ :Book #-5 4 9 13 
To~al 22 25 47 II 
" 
.d () :Book it g 3 11 
Ul 
:Book #2 3 2 5 fo :Book 13 9 3 12 
...-i 
:Book #4 3 1 4 IIl 
. :Book #5 g 3 11 ~ 
T~1ta1 31 12 43 
q..q 
:Book #1 4 4 . () 0 Ul 
.. 
:Book #2 3 4 7 ~ :Book 13 4 2 6 
•rl 
lXI :Book #4 4 3 7 
. :Book i5 2 4 6 r.. 
Ul 
T1tal 17 13 30 
. 
• 
